
The picturesque camel thorn tree Acacia erioloba
provides a micro-habitat for sociable weavers
that construct their nests in the trees,and count
less other species, in the arid Kalahari.

What is happening to the camel thorns of Kathu?
by Eisabe Powell, Department of Tourism, Environment and Conservation, Kimberley
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Kathu is a sleepy hamlet on the edge of the Kalahari in northern South Africa,
Map: Sally Adam, Technodraft,

In 1991 the camel thorns at Kathu were showing visible
signs of distress. Deformed and reduced leaf sizes and irreg
ularity in tree population structures became noticeable.
Almost every tree, no matter how small, was covered in lay
ers of red dust, almost certainly originating from the iron ore
mining activities in the area. Large numbers of trees were
dying.

Twelve years later, this situation is escalating and the rea
sons for it all remain unresolved. The Kalahari's ecological
systems are extremely complex, and the loss of a 'keystone
species'like the camel thorn would result in the loss of other
vital components of the ecosystem such as soil nutrient
cycling, shelter and habitat furnishing for smaller fauna, the
provision of shade for soil moisture retention and solar radi
ation limitation, to name a few. Karien van der Merwe of the
University of the Free State investigated three possible con
tributing factors to the tree's decline: the role of mining oper
ations, inappropriate management strategies that allow over-

The Kalahari's, and certainly one of Africa's most famous
tree species, the magnificent camel thorn tree Acacia eriolo
ba, is widespread throughout southern Angola, Namibia,
parts of Botswana, the south-west of Zimbabwe and
Mozambique and in the north-west of South Africa, It even
pops up in Namaqualand. This was the situation in the year
2005. What will the situation be in the decades to come?

A mystery is being staged in the famous forest of camel
thorn trees in Kathu, a sleepy southern Kalahari hamlet,
leaving all concerned nature lovers anxious to change the
course of a seemingly cruel plot for the better. Kathu's camel
thorn trees are dying; yet we do not know why such a terri
ble fate has struck this declared Natural Heritage Site.

There are only two camel thorn 'forests' in southern Africa:
a relatively small forest near the Namibian town of Gobabis
and an outstanding forest at Kathu, which is situated on the
edge of the Kalahari desert of South Africa. The Kathu forest
was declared a Natural Heritage Site in 1998, but there are
strong signs that this impressive woodland might soon
become just a memory relegated to scientific reports, outdat
ed travel guicfes and tourist's photographic albums.

Camel thorns are a fully protected species under the
National Forests Act of 1941, yet their numbers, and the area
covered by them, have continued to decline significantly in
parts of South Africa. Commercial firewood collection, pod
collection, intense livestock farming, mining operations and
the unscrupulous use of herbicides all take their inevitable
toll on the trees. As a legally protected species, South
Africans are prohibited from collecting, transporting, damag
ing or destroying any part of the camel thorn tree without a
permit from the Department of Water Affairs and Forestry
(DWAF). Why have we failed to ensure the longevity of this
grand tree species?
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grazing, and the possibility that some

natural phenomenon is taking place

and the trees simply reaching the end

of their life cycle.

Open pit mining
Open pit mining activities can only

take place if the water table is lowered

continuously in the quarry of the mine,

exposing the iron ore. In the Kathu

area there are two main aquifers sup

plying underground water. A number

of dolerite dykes serve as natural 'bar

riers' for any lateral underground water

flow, dividing the host rock into dis

crete 'water compartments'. At the

mining site, three of these 'water com

partments' are found. These 'compart

ments' do not have a significant influ

ence on the surrounding areas' under

ground water levels. The possibility

that the water lowering activities of the

mine might affect the surrounding

camel thorn tree's survival was thus

eliminated. However, should mining

activities move into these dolerite for

mations, the 'barriers' would be

thinned and lateral water movement

would become possible, affecting the

surrounding water table levels. This

may put the contact with water by the

camel thorn's root system out of reach,

which would be devastating in an area

that usually receives erratic rainfall

and almost never more than 150 mm

per annum.
What about the dust emanating from

the mine? Apart from the fact that a

total surface area of 15 km
2

was cleared

by the mining activities, virtually every

camel thorn tree on the north-western

side of the mine, be it a seedling, juve

nile or adult, is covered with a layer of

red dust. The magnitude of dust that

originates from an iron-ore mine is

reported to represent the fifth largest of

its kind in the world. Although physio

logical research still needs to be com

pleted, studies confirmed that dust

deposits do damage to the leaf sur

faces, causing impaired leaf and pod

groWth.

Dust crystals embed themselves into

the leaf surface, covering the stomata

and, as camel thorn leaves lack protec

tive features such as a waxy layer (like

that of the buffalo thorn Ziziphus
mucronata) , they are more vulnerable

to dust pollution. However, dust pollu

tion cannot carry all of the blame as

trees are also dying in an upwind direc

tion from the mine, so there is certain

ly more to this saga than just dust from

the open pits.

Over grazing
Bad management practices in the

rangelands of the camel thorn, such as

overstocking and overgrazing by live

stock, appear to contribute to the

camel thorn's decline. Seedlings are

trampled or browsed to death by sheep,

goats, cattle and game. Very few

seedlings are able to establish them

selves. Overstocking in fenced-off land

also causes excessive browsing of pods,

especially by giraffes.

Some farmers still have the very mis

taken belief that removing camel thorn

trees from their land will improve the

quality and grazing capacity of their

veld. The opposite is true: the trees can

withstand drought much better than

any other plant and are a reliable food

source as they produce edible pods and

leaves. Acacia herbaceous material

enhances weight gain and milk produc

tion in cattle due to the high protein

content of the leaves and pods. Their

shade reduces solar radiation and

water evaporation underneath the

canopies, and the soils underneath are
nutrient-rich.

Pod collection for fodder is another

bad management practice in some

areas that may well impact negatively

on the sustainability of the Kathu pop

ulation. This is aggravated in times of

drought as farmers try to sustain

unhealthy numbers of livestock

through collecting pods over a very
wide area to feed to livestock in small

pens or camps, which in itself causes

an over concentration of seed deposits

and most emerging seedlings are tram

pled and browsed to death. It is easy to

see that this management practice will

have disastrous long-term effects.

The drive to control bush encroach

ment of the three thorn Rhigozum tn
chotomum and black thorn Acacia mel

lifera, as well as clearing road reserves

with chemicals like the poison Molopo®

20 GG, diesel, petrol and even paraffm,

also impacts negatively on camel thorn

populations, as there is good reason to

believe that these chemicals also kill

non-target species such as the camel

thorns.

Camel thorn fuel wood is very popu

lar in South Africa. Although this

industry has been curbed by legisla

tion, some sixty tons of fuel wood is

still being bundled each month in

Kathu's Gamagara River area, and

about three tons in the Khai Appel

Nature Reserve, a property that

belongs to Kumba Resources in Kathu.

This has not only put undue pressure

on the camel thorn's continued sus

tainability, but also on the Kalahari

ecosystem in general. This short-term

monetary gain of firewood sales will

result in long-term destruction of these

areas if it is not managed sustainably.

The removal of camel thorns from

natural areas has a devastating effect

on the ecosystem. The trees attract ani

mal life - antelope, reptiles, birds and

insects - seeking its shelter and shade.

Deposition of faeces, urine, carcass
remains and nesting material is con

centrated beneath the trees, thus

improving soil quality and nutrient lev

els, and reducing nutrient leaching,

soil degradation and erosion. A niche

habitat is created for many plants like

the brandy bush Grewia flava and

Lycium. It is however, very difficult to

provide guidelines for the sustainable

removal of camel thorn wood, as little is

known about the role of its dead wood

and its role as microhabitat provider in

the Kalahari ecosystem.

We are unable to say yet what

effect natural phenomena - species life

cycles, rainfall, lightning strikes, natu

ral veld fires and global warming 

might have on the demise of camel

thorn trees in the Kathu area.

The entire life cycle of the camel

thorn is one of struggle and toil. First

the seeds have to be scarred (by pass

ing through the intestines of an animal

for example) as a precondition for ger

mination, then it is water dependent in

its journey to establish itself as a juve

nile. Should it survive this far, the

Kathu trees then have to battle with

the impact of overgrazing in an ever

more fenced off landscape, erratic rain

fall events, mining activities, round-up

poisons and pod and wood collection

before they reach adulthood.

Hypothetically, if recruitment of

camel thorns are water and seed limit

ed, with the eighteen year rainfall oscil

lations cycles playing an important
role, and if human impact can be

reduced, then the Kathu forest should

show indications of revival from 2009

onwards. Surely we cannot allow the

demise of the famous camel thorn tree

forest of southern Africa?
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